Jean Monnet modules conference on

Digital platforms: rethinking regulatory strategies

Wednesday 28th September 2022

Schedule

h. 9.00 – Welcome and greetings
   » Institutional greetings and welcome by Raffaele Caterina (director of the law department UNITO)
   » Presentation of the diploma in law and technology by Alberto Oddenino
   » Kick-off talk and introduction by Riccardo de Caria and Silvia Martinelli
   » Presentation the Journal of Law Market and Innovation (JLMI) by Riccardo de Caria, Lorenza Mola and Cristina Poncibò
   » Teresa Rodríguez de las Heras Ballel - The growing power of big platforms: rethinking regulatory strategies (beyond competition law): Presentation of the issue 2/2022 of the Journal of Law Market and Innovation

h. 9.30 – Platforms & competition – Panel Moderator: Teresa Rodríguez de las Heras Ballel
   » Andrea Piletta Massaro - DMA & antitrust enforcement
   » Antonio Davola - Data-Powerful: towards a contemporary theory of regulation amidst data protection and competition law
   » Thomas Tombal - Data and gatekeepers

h. 10.15 – Q&A Session

h. 10.30 – 2nd Part of the Panel – Panel Moderator: Marco Giraudo
   » Berdien van der Donk - A European common framework to address access restrictions on social media platforms
   » Friso Bostoen - App store competition: a microcosm of exclusion, exploitation and regulation
   » Alba Ribera Martinez - The Facebook/GIPHY divestiture: The (new) first of many?
   » Mireia Artigot Golobardes - Algorithmic personalization of consumer transactions and the limits of contract law

h. 11.30 – Q&A Session

h. 11.45 – Coffee break

h. 12.00 – Platforms regulation and liability – Panel Moderator: Cristina Poncibò
   » Ana Luíza Calil - Public agents in social media regulation: The Brazilian case in a comparative perspective
   » Pietro Dunn - The DSA’s regulation of automated content curation: Merits and limits of the new rules
   » Jacopo Ciani Sciolli - Legislative and judicial (r)evolution of the ISP liability for copyright infringement
   » Antonios Kariakos - Regulation of Online Platforms in Japan: The Influence of the European Model
   » Pierre de Gioia Carabellese - The Uber case and gig-individuals against the Backdrop of the gig-economy: Dilemmas between labour law and techno-law

h. 13.15 – Q&A Session

h. 13.30 – Lunch Break

h. 13.45 – 2nd Part of the Panel – Panel Moderator: Silvia Martinelli
   » Viktorija Morozovaite - Hypernudging in the changing European regulatory landscape for digital markets
   » Stefano Faroani - Dark Patterns, computational manipulation and contract law
   » Federica Paolucci - The DMA at the test of new credit practices: the case of the “buy now pay later”
   » Thomas Höppner - From creative destruction to destruction of the creatives: innovation in walled-off ecosystems

h. 15.45 – Q&A Session

h. 16.00 – 2nd Part of the Panel – Panel Moderator: Silvia Martinelli
   » Chiara Romano - DSA, DMA e data protection
   » Carlo Rossi Chauvenet - Platforms & data-driven business models
   » Oscar Borgogno - Data governance: a tale of three subjects
   » Joanna Mazur - DMA, DSA and algorithms regulation
   » Laura Zoboli - Regulatory sandbox for a Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence

h. 17.00 – Q&A Session

h. 17.15 – JLMI Editorial Board Open Meeting

h. 18.00 – Expected end

The conference will be held online

Link: https://unito.webex.com/meet/riccardo.decaria

For inquiries contact:

entrepreneurship-innovation-law@unito.it